Application for Special Permission to Enroll

Topic: Wisconsin History: From Glaciation to John Sharpless

A seminar makes little sense if there are too many people to allow for a true discussion. History 600 is set for a limit of 15. If you sign-up for the course, you should intend to complete it. A few students are already on the waiting list; others may want to add their names. Regardless, I will get back to you very soon about finding a place in the course.

I like to meet with each student “eye-to-eye” so we will need to make an appointment. Completing the form does NOT assure admittance.

Name ________________________________

Student ID # ____________________________

Email address: ________________________________

Anticipated Graduate Date ____________________________

Major: ________________________________

Are you already on my History 600 “Waiting List?” ____________________________

Are there graduation requirements that make this particular class absolutely necessary? Be specific.

Does your work schedule REQUIRE that you take this particular course this term?

Are there any special considerations that should be noted in judging whether you admitted to the class? (Use the backside of the form if necessary.)

Did you contact me recently about being admitted to the class? By email, phone or “face-to-face?”